L ABEL SPOTLIGHT

482 MUSIC
by ken waxman

A maxim like “you can take the boy out of the country,
but you can’t take the country out of a boy” possesses
more than a kernel of truth if you substitute Chicago
for country and the 482 Music label for the boy. After
more than a decade in New York, label-owner Mike
Lintner says ruefully that many people still consider
482 a Chicago enterprise, even though the majority of
the 90-odd releases it has put out since 1997 aren’t by
Chicago artists. “It was the Document Chicago series,
our close relationships with Chicago media and, I
guess, to some extent [drummer] Mike Reed, that gave
the label the Chicago identity,” explains Lintner, who
lived in Chicago during the first six years 482 existed.
“A record label can be run from most anywhere,” he
insists, “and New York’s not a bad place to do it.”
It was Lintner ’s constant attendance at the Sunday
night sessions at Chicago’s Hungry Brain, curated by
Reed and [cornet player] Josh Berman, which
introduced him to up-and-coming Chicago players he
felt should be recorded. At that point Lintner was
winding down the operations of the indie record store
he ran and had already released some rock CDs under
the 482 Music imprint. As a fan of creative music in all
its manifestations, Lintner decided to put out Reed’s
The Treehouse Project’s The Picture Show. Just before
that Bay area shakuhachi player Philip Gelb offered
482 a quartet session that became The Space Between
with bassist Barre Phillips. “What a way to start,”
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exclaims Lintner. From then on most 482 releases were
jazz or free improv. “I met Mike when he was intrigued
with the scene I was involved in and started to come to
a lot of the concerts,” recalls Reed, who has led 12
projects for 482. “I wanted to gain insight on how to
put out records and he started releasing free jazz and
improvised music. Soon 482 grew up as a label and I
grew up as a musician.
“It’s incredibly hard to find a label, so once you
have one that wants to work with you, one would be
hard pressed to leave that situation,” he adds. “I have
releases with other labels, but they’re releases mostly
by people that have no personal connection to me. The
point is that anyone who would want to [release
records] and do it for so long that it becomes part of his
life and the lives of the artists he works with creates a
testament.”
Part of the testament is the label’s name, which
Lintner reveals “was meant to evoke nothing. It’s not
even an area code.” But like other oddball brands such
as search engine Bing, it has remained constant
throughout the label’s history. What hasn’t remained
constant is the media on which 482 sessions reach the
public. “We’ve done LP only, LP with DL, LP with CD
and of course CD only,” elaborates Lintner. “There are
even two digital-only releases. There’s not any rule for
how the decision is made. It’s a combination of what
feels right to me and what the artist wants. Some things
I’ve wanted to do on LP but the artist didn’t and so the
project went elsewhere. I think you will see more LPs
than CDs in the future from 482. I can tell you from
sales that the popularity of the CD has fallen far from
its heyday. I believe 50 years from now you’ll be able to
buy a record player but not a CD player.”
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At the beginning Lintner approached musicians to
record for 482, “but it didn’t take long before artists
came to us. Now there are more available artists and
recordings than there are labels to release them.”
Although he prefers to be involved with a project from
its beginning, artists often send him finished or nearfinished work. “How would you say no to something
that arrives on your doorstep that you love at first
hearing?” he asks.
Pianist Greg Burk provided one of those in 2004. “I
was a fan of 482 Music and had just completed a trio
recording, Nothing, Knowing, with [bassist] Steve
Swallow and [drummer] Bob Moses. I sent Mike a
copy; he expressed interest and so began our
collaboration. We’ve collaborated on five recordings
and hopefully will continue to collaborate. My
philosophy is that freely improvised music inhabits
the same space as playing on structures. Mike
understood and appreciated this approach. Mike’s
support for younger creative artists has a real impact
on the scene and a generation of composer/performers.
I’ve worked with other labels but 482 is the most
uncompromising in that they release consistently new
and challenging music.”
Another challenge that 482 attends to is the
financing of the session. Selling the inventory of his
record store plus sales of the label’s rock CDs in its prejazz infancy helped pay for early creative music
sessions; the label now uses the sales of older discs to
finance subsequent ones. “We pay for all costs, once
we’ve agreed to work together. For example if we’re
delivered a finished recording we don’t necessarily
pay the recording costs already incurred. There may
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VOX NEWS

Essence of Coalescence
by katie bull

This month highlights vocalists who are catalytic,
whether inspiring ensemble unions, reimagining
interpretations or sparking their ensembles’ energy.
Let’s start with the indescribably fun, free and
expansive sounds of trumpeter/ukulele player Ersilia
Prosperi’s Sardinian/Italian sextet “OU” (egg in
Sardinian dialect); in their second recording Scrambled
(Spoot-Public Eyesore) lead vocalist Martina Fadda’s
stunning voice is front, center and thread within the
fission of the Rome-based band’s energy, often igniting
it. Fadda’s range is wide, her timbres a mix of silky and
brassy texture delivered with zero false flourish. Fadda
and the band succeed in blurring boundaries between
jazz, world music and boldly poetic soundscapes.
Continuing in the adventurous earth-meetsalternate realms vein, the sonic planes of John Zorn’s
epic Masada project continue on Gomory: Book of Angels,
Volume 25 (Tzadik). The culminating language created
by a cappella vocal quartet Mycale—Ayelet Rose
Gottlieb, Sofia Rei, Sara Serpa and Malika Zarra—is
drawn from a variety of texts including Portuguese,
Berber, Hebrew, French and Spanish. In synchronous
percussive and harmonic unity the singers are

simultaneously individuals and one. Members of
Mycale have arranged Zorn’s melodies in harmonies
and rhythmical configurations and share producing
credit. Do not miss their heavenly sounds at the release
event at The Stone (Sep. 19th). Mycale is in residency at
The Stone Sep. 15th-20th with the individual members’
projects also featured.
Make a pilgrimage to Birdland (Sep. 15th-19th) for
the CD release event of The Royal Bopsters Project
(Motéma Music) starring vocalists Amy London,
Darmon Meader, Dylan Pramuk and Holli Ross. This
will be a multi-generational gathering of powerhouse
vocalists celebrating the lineage of jazz vocalese in a
residency featuring jazz vocal icons Sheila Jordan,
Andy Bey, Jon Hendricks, Bob Dorough and Annie
Ross as guests throughout. Note that Hendricks turns
94 on Sep. 16th and will celebrate with the JC Hopkins
Biggish Band at Minton’s Sep. 18th-19th!
Introducing M-Base (Winter & Winter), subtitled
“Brooklyn in the 1980s”, is another extremely important
jazz vocal lineage CD featuring four tracks of the
luscious and fierce Cassandra Wilson. The album
contextualizes Wilson’s beautiful younger voice as a
core part of saxophonist/composer Steve Coleman’s
African-American M-Base Collective, first recorded by
budding producer Stefan Winter. The compilation
album is a profound testimony to Coleman’s stated
mission of the movement: “to creatively express our
experiences as they are today” and “seek common

language”; Winter ’s vast producing vision; the
sustainable power of jazz collectives; and the
alchemical effect that is Wilson.
Speaking of coalescence, dive into the realm of
jazz sorcery with the experimental jazz vocalist Jen
Shyu, who celebrates the release of yet another
stunning vocal channeling on Sounds and Cries of the
World (Pi). Shyu, a 2014 recipient of the Doris Duke
Impact Award, is a performance artist, multiinstrumentalist and veritable shamaness. In a
promotional video Shyu displays a montage of music
and connecting images that carry themes of the album;
in cries and whispers, moving humans morph with
images of the ocean, floating algae-laden plastic bottles
and what look to be medicinal dances. Her release
event at the Rubin Museum of Art (Sep. 18th) will most
certainly be a tremendously moving happening as her
live events always are.
And, towards the end of the month don’t miss
your chance to hear the seasoned warmth and total
ease of exquisite jazz diva and Norwegian jazz legend
Karin Krog in concert with pianist and longtime
collaborator Steve Kuhn, performing songs from their
album Break of Day (Meantime) at Joe’s Pub (Sep. 30th).
Krog’s voice is arrestingly truthful, unveiled and
entirely in the pocket.
Whether scrambling sounds, scatting, harmonizing
or crooning, September ’s VOXNews vocalists are
coalescing forces with which to reckon! v
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buy, food to put on the table and human beings the world
over don’t give a hoot about who’s usurping who. So it’s
not a power struggle, it’s about teaching a lesson and I
hope that the conversation will continue. That injustice
does not prevail there. That life is for the living and that it’s
for truth. I sound all glorious and stuff, but this is what the
conversation is about. The conversation that Dizzy and
Chano had was, “Hey man, you look just like me and
guess what? Our music comes from the same place.”
TNYCJR: What is your writing process?
AO: I wish I could say something glorious like I have
to walk by the seashore and wait for inspiration to
come, but I usually actually have very pragmatic ideas,
musical ideas that I want to put forth. I’m a narrativedriven composer, not a composer in the abstract. So as
soon as I think of a theme, a person, an idea, a love, a
passion, it realizes itself in very concrete musical
examples. And, in fact, “The Afro Latin Jazz Suite” has
more than a few nods to my father ’s actual notes
because I love the spirit that “The AfroCuban Jazz
Suite” was written in. “The Afro Latin Jazz Suite” pays
homage to it without being derivative. I think that for
me music is very communicative…its notes are very
specific things, very specific melodies, very specific
motifs, very specific rhythms that communicate my
heart, my soul, the people I love, the things I care
about. And I don’t know how to do it any other way. I
don’t know how to be clever, I don’t know how to be
bebop or Latin or jazz or Herbie Hancock or any of the
other things. I don’t know how to do that stuff; I’m not
good at that. All I know how to do is put down the
shapes and thoughts and passions of my heart. And in
this case it was easy because of the tremendous respect
that I have for the Cuban people and the tremendous
respect that I have for the Cuban art form.
TNYCJR: You have a family business...
AO: My son Zachary is a composer [and drummer]...
The main thing is that he’s an open-minded musician.
My other son Adam is a trumpet player featured on
Rudresh Mahanthappa’s Bird Calls album, which was
just voted Jazz Album of the Year in the DownBeat
Critics Poll. They’re both incredibly beautiful human
beings and that’s where their music comes from.
TNYCJR: Much like their father and grandfather.
AO: I didn’t know it at the time, but Chico lit a path,
not just for me and my children, but for musicians
everywhere. He lit a path, he really did, this little IrishGerman-Cuban guy. A Cuban-German-Irish what?
Even Benny Goodman didn’t know what to do with
him. He said, “Who are you? What are you?” And my
father went on to show him and the world that you
can’t break down by record labels and institutional
labels…music is the big infinity and we need to trust it
to its variousness, love it and not be held back by [the
categories of] Latin jazz or jazz…it’s universal music,
universal truth. You could put a label on it, you could
try it for your commerce, so the money flows your way,
but it never works. The music will explode, it will set
you free and it tells people that it will not be bound by
human chains. I believe that with all my heart.
TNYCJR: I assume that having young sons exposed
you to music that you might not have otherwise heard.
AO: Man, they kick my ass everyday (laughs). They’re
playing light years ahead of where I was at their age
and they’re experiencing an incredible wealth of
information. The wonderful thing about the age that
we live is that the more conservative the jazz world
gets and the more encamped are those who think that
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jazz is this or jazz is that, the more the young rebels or
lions throw off the shackles. I’ll tell you, this is a golden
age of jazz because a lot of young great musicians are
changing the rules of the game and either you get with
the program or you don’t. That’s between you and
your maker. But if you’re an artist, if you’re a musician,
your job is to open yourself to the flow. You can’t step
in the same river twice. v
For more information, visit arturoofarrill.com. O’Farrill is
at ShapeShifter Lab Sep. 2nd with David Bixler, Birdland
Sep. 8th-12th and Sundays and with his Fat Afro Latin Jazz
Cats at Emmanuel Baptist Church Sep. 13th. See Calendar
and Regular Engagements.
Recommended Listening:
• Arturo O’Farrill—Blood Lines (Milestone, 1999)
• Arturo O’Farrill—Live in Brooklyn (ZOHO, 2003)
• Arturo O’Farrill & The Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra—
Song For Chico (ZOHO, 2006)
• Arturo O’Farrill—The Noguchi Sessions (ZOHO, 2011)
• Arturo O’Farrill & The Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra—
The Offense of the Drum (Motéma Music, 2013)
• Arturo O’Farrill & The Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra—
Cuba: The Conversation Continues (Motéma Music, 2014)
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be different compensation,” notes Lintner. “Publicity
plans, partners and approaches are varied and so are
contribution formulas. But we’ve never asked an artist
to send us money for anything other than artists’ copies
of product at artist copy price.”
Although he refers to “we”, Lintner is 482’s only
full-time employee. “But it never seems like that,” he
muses. “I’ve worked with the same graphic designer
since almost day one, the same manufacturer since day
one and of course there are web designers, publicists. It
always feels like a team.” That’s why when his wife
took a job in NYC it was feasible to move the operations
east. “The setup didn’t really change at all. I mean, I
went to Brooklyn or the LES instead of the Hungry
Brain to hear music.”
Some of the results of his omnivorous listening
habits will be reflected in 482’s upcoming releases. One
session from Israeli singer Ayelet Rose Gottlieb is taken
up by her composition Shiv’a for the ETHEL string
quartet and percussionist Satoshi Takeishi. Drummer
Tyshawn Sorey’s 2009 CD Koan is being reissued on
vinyl with additional tracks. Exemplifying the Chicago
connection is an upcoming disc from Reed, [cellist]
Tomeka Reid and [flutist] Nicole Mitchell, reinterpreting
AACM compositions in honor of that organization’s
50th anniversary this year.
After almost 20 years 482 Music is a success,
something that Lintner almost doesn’t believe himself.
“When you begin a label without having any clue what
you’re doing, there are certain events that make you
think that maybe you’ve actually made it,” he notes.
“A distributor…a bigger distributor…a label showcase
at a club…a European distributor…a Japanese one…or
maybe it’s people sending us more unsolicited demos
than we can listen to.” v
For more information, visit 482music.com. Artists
performing this month include Jason Ajemian at Downtown
Music Gallery Sep. 28th as part of FONT; Matt Bauder at
The Stone Sep. 3rd with Canada Day; Harris Eisenstadt at
The Stone Sep. 1st-6th; Tomas Fujiwara at Ibeam Brooklyn
Sep. 5th with Sylke E. Bearheart; Mike McGinnis at
Rockaway Beach 97th Sep. 5th with Gowanus Reggae & Ska
Society; Jason Roebke at The Stone Sep. 1st; Tyshawn Sorey
at Cornelia Street Café Sep. 5th with Angelica Sanchez, The
Stone Sep. 15th with Sara Serpa and Smalls Sep. 16th-17th
with Lage Lund; and Chad Taylor at WhyNot Jazz Room
Sep. 20th. See Calendar.

